Paul Jett was anxious. He was excited. And he was worried that something would go wrong. It was the frenetic first day of the U.S. Open last summer at North Carolina’s Pinehurst Resort and CC’s No. 2 course, where Jett is superintendent. The event was the most momentous occasion in the 12-year superintendent’s career — and the most consuming.

“Nothing approaches it,” Jett says of the experience. “It was exhausting, but it was the most exciting thing I’ve ever done as a superintendent.”

Mark Connor, superintendent of the South Course at Firestone CC in Akron, Ohio, knows that feeling. He’s as pumped and impassioned as a linebacker playing in the Super Bowl when the annual NEC Invitational rolls around each August. But he’s also as tense as a college student during finals week.

“It’s the greatest time in the world when the event is going on, but I’m relieved when it’s over,” Connor says.

For many superintendents, a career in turf maintenance wouldn’t be complete without experiencing the heart-pounding, high anxiety of a big-time golf tournament and its accompanying glitz — media lights, acclaimed golfers, corporate chalets, throngs of fans and ... oh ... profound pressure.

While the showiness of a top tournament can be exhilarating, it can also be humiliating if things go wrong. But go-for-broke superintendents recognize that and realize if they want to achieve distinction among their peers, they must welcome the gauntlet.

“It’s a challenge, but what’s life without a challenge?” USGA tournament agronomist Tim Moraghan says of hosting a prominent tournament. “A lot of superintendents look at it that way.”

The thrill of it

For Paul R. Latshaw, superintendent of Winged Foot CC in Mamaroneck, N.Y., life would be mundane without hosting an occasional golf championship.

“I like championships,” Latshaw says. “I won’t lie to you. Daily maintenance bores me.”

The “60-something” Latshaw has staged a PGA Championship and U.S. Open at Oakmont CC in Pennsylvania and four Masters at Augusta National during his 35-year career.

“At my age, you need something to perk you up,” he says. “I need the pressure of big events to keep me going, although my wife thinks I’m nuts.”

The 35-year-old Jett, after tasting his first Major, admits he had a problem getting motivated when the Open ended. “We spent so much time getting ready for it,” Jett says, “that I didn’t know what to do when it was over.”

With the attention and glamour, Jett felt like a movie star during the tournament — and he relished it. It helped that the media and the players were drooling over the course’s superb condition.

“I don’t remember a Major where the superintendent and his staff got as much publicity as we did,” he says. “I’d love to do it again.”

There’s no better feeling in the world than when people — high-profile industry people — wax poetic about your golf course, especially in the media. Connor’s spirits soared when he read an article in the local newspaper that quoted Greg Norman and Tiger Woods raving about Firestone. “It was an adrenaline rush,” Connor says.

Jett says he wasn’t expecting such extensive media attention, especially a month before the tournament. If you want to host a big tournament, you had better be willing to put up with endless phone calls and the same-old questions.

“Nobody clued me into the fact that the media would be this overwhelming,” says Jett, who received calls from media members in 100 countries. “But I didn’t turn anybody down. Media folks don’t know a lot about what we do. The more we let them know, the better off we’ll be.”

It can get hot, too

Sometimes, though, the lights radiating from the TV cameras can get smoking hot. Just ask Danny Quast, grounds manager at Medinah CC in Chicago, site of last summer’s PGA Championship. Quast found himself in the media’s sizzling spotlight after golfer Lee Janzen told sports reporters that Medinah’s greens were hard and could have been in better shape.
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"The greens aren't great," Janzen said. "I don't think heat should be an excuse for the lack of a perfect surface."

But heat was an excuse. After all, it was August in the heartland, and any superintendent will tell you that growing grass in the Midwest during that scorching time is like growing zucchini in January at the North Pole. The greens weren't perfect, but they were perfectly playable.

Quast, regarded as a mentor among his peers, dealt with Janzen's comments in a gentlemanly fashion.

"You just accept it," he says. "I don't apologize. We did everything we could do to maintain the greens through the heat spell."

Quast's counterparts supported him, though they realize such predicaments come with the territory of hosting championship tournaments.

How would you like to have all these people trampling over your course? If you're going to host a big tournament, you must deal with throngs of fans.

"It bothered me when I heard Janzen's comments," Firestone's Connor says. "It's not fair, but it happens. Everybody prays it doesn't happen to them, but it comes with the pressure of hosting a big tournament."

Ted Horton, vice president of resource management at Pebble Beach Co., which will host this year's 100th U.S. Open, says most every superintendent knows they're at the mercy of Mother Nature.

"Everybody hopes they don't screw up, but they know things can go wrong," he says. "The buck has to stop somewhere."

Latshaw says he experienced course complaints from Fuzzy Zoeller during a Master's tournament. His advice: Forget about it and do your job to the best of your abilities. "If you try to fight back, you end up fighting a losing battle," he says.

Jett advises superintendents not to get caught up in what golfers or sports writers say or want from your course. In Jett's
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case, it was his responsibility
to satisfy the USGA.

"It was a USGA event, and my main goal was to
prepare the course the way
the USGA wanted it," Jett
says. "As long as I did that,
I wasn't concerned about crit-
icisms of players or the
media."

**Pressure mounts — early**

It's late 1999 and your course
is hosting the 2001 PGA
Championship. Do you
know where your superin-
tendent is? Probably on the golf course.

Ken Mangum, superintendent of the Adanta Athletic Club
in Atlanta, is *already* feeling the pressure of hosting a big
tournament and the event is nearly two years away. And there's
*already* reason for concern.

Adanta in August could be Webster's definition of blister-
ing, and Mangum, mindful of what happened to Quast, is
already thinking about tending his bentgrass greens so they
don't fry in the sweltering,
Southern sun. He says he
will close the course four
weeks before the tourna-
ment to minimize traffic
and stress.

"We only have an event
once every 10 years," Man-
gum says. "We want to pro-
vide the best course we can."

But there's more than the
course that Mangum must
supervise — and it's accom-
panied by more pressure.

"Most of my focus to
this point has been on
— parking, traffic flow, the
TV compound, staging areas and where to place corporate hos-
pitality tents," he says. "It all falls under my jurisdiction."

While Jett was hopping in the weeks preceding the U.S.
Open, he says the pressure didn't cause him any sleepless nights.

"I didn't have any trouble sleeping," he says. "I just didn't
get a lot of it."
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NOVEX™, the unique new matrix technology fertilizer from LESCO, is actually very small. Tiny, in fact. But what it can do for your nutrient management program is huge. Classified as an aminourea-formaldehyde, this remarkable new fertilizer offers significant agronomic and economic advantages.

 Nitrogen Characteristics

- HWIN (Hot Water Insoluble Nitrogen)
- WSN (Water Soluble Nitrogen)
- WSCRN (Water Soluble Controlled Release Nitrogen)

sustainable nitrogen and controlled release water soluble nitrogen. And less quick-release unreacted urea and extremely slow release hot water insoluble nitrogen. What that means to you is greater fertilizer efficiency, better value and a very low potential for burn.

Why? Because NOVEX consistently and uniformly releases nearly all of its nitrogen in a single growing season. The fertilizer is more completely used.

over any methylene urea/ureaformaldehyde product on the market today. And the reason why is simple.

NOVEX has more of the good stuff.” More hot water
That's the beauty of it. More of “the good stuff,” optimum single season availability and a greater return on your fertilizer investment.

But that's not all. With NOVEX, every uncoated particle is a total package of macro and micronutrients. Consistent nutrient availability is guaranteed because every particle has the same release characteristics. Even sliced or broken particles release the way they should. And thanks to its homogeneity and particle size, speckling becomes a thing of the past.

NOVEX is available in greens and fairway-grade particle sizes. Both so small and compact they penetrate even the densest, lowest cut turf canopy. After all, there's no point in buying quality fertilizer if it's only going to be thrown away with the clippings.

Think of NOVEX as sophisticated nutrient management. Because that's exactly what it is. Try it and we know you will agree. This fertilizer may be small, but what it can do for your golf course is huge. To learn more, contact your LESCO professional.
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Jett spent most of his waking hours at the course. That happens when you're preparing for an acclaimed event. "The Open is so much more than golf," Jett says.

Firestone's Connor, who spends more time at the facility's South Course than in his bed during the summer while preparing for the August NEC Invitational, can empathize.

"You have to sacrifice things," Connor says. "You have to work weekends, and you can't take a summer vacation."

But there's that prize.

"You reap the benefits of a tournament like this," Connor says. "It makes those dark-until-dark work days worthwhile."

**Seize the moment**

Mangum is an optimist when it comes to readying for important golf events. He came to the Atlanta Athletic Club in 1988, knowing the course would host the 1990 Women's U.S. Open. But two months before Mangum came on board, only nine greens on the 36 holes were playable.

"I knew what I was getting into," Mangum says. "But I saw how good the opportunity could be rather than how bad the situation was. It's easier to go into a situation like that rather than walking into a situation where everything is perfect."

When the Open arrived, the greens were adequate but not great. Mangum, however, had scored points with his peers as a capable superintendent.

But sometimes the opposite happens. In 1993, when Congressional CC in Bethesda, Md., was awarded the 1995 Senior Open and the 1997 U.S. Open, superintendent Bill Black found himself under scrutiny. Congressional's greens were rebuilt in 1989 and they weren't in good condition. "I took the heat for that," Black says.

Black, who also hosted seven Kemper Open tournaments at Congressional, was replaced by Latshaw in '93. "It was a parting of ways and time for me to move on," Black recalls.

Interestingly, Latshaw and Black attended school together at Penn State University.

"If you follow Latshaw's track record, he goes into a place when it's down a bit, brings it back up to shape, and then he gets out of there," Black says. "People who do that seem to be successful. The people that hang on for a long time, they start taking shots at. I'm speaking from experience."

Black, a superintendent for 28 years, retired after leaving Congressional. He has no hard feelings.

"This kind of stuff happens in every profession," he says. "I've experienced high risk and high reward."

**What it takes**

When Jett came to Pinehurst in 1995, he knew he would get to renovate the greens in preparation for hosting the U.S. Open. These were perks in line with his goals.

"I'm sure there are some people who wouldn't want to do it," Jett says of the burden of hosting a Major. "There are a lot of people in my business who love to just build and grow in golf courses."

Jett says he enjoys the challenge of trying to grow bentgrass in the Southeast, not to mention hosting a major tournament. "It's a foregone conclusion that we'll get the Open back, but I'd like to get another tournament here before then," he adds.

He will. And Jett will employ his troops the same way he did for the U.S. Open. About 85 people, including many volunteers, worked for Jett during the tournament. If you want to host a big-time tournament, you had better able to attract and empower good people to help you.

"For a superintendent to have so many people working for him - so he could maintain everything to a finite level — it was the ultimate feeling," Jett says.

Perhaps the best lesson learned from hosting a big golf tournament is to remain poised when the going is good or bad.

"I try to take things as they come and do the best I can," Quast says. "I can't control what people say or think."

Through it all, it's probably best to take an easy-come, easy-go attitude.

"You think it's never going to get here," Jett says, recalling the wait he endured for the U.S. Open to arrive, like a kid waiting for Christmas. "And when it got here, it was over so fast that you wondered where it went."

---

**Mark Connor, superintendent at Firestone CC**
Nitroform®...In a Class By Itself

There is a difference in nitrogen sources and there are none that compare to Nitroform®. Nitroform® is the most capable nitrogen source ever made. University research shows a 40% increase in roots when using Nitroform®, says Jim King, President and CEO, Regal Chemical Company, Alpharetta, GA.

We have been using Nitroform® in our RegalStar® II because it feeds the microbes to increase microbial activity and gives an immediate response for root development. No other N source can promote:

- Season-Long Feeding
- Increased Microbial Populations
- Vigorous Rooting
- Reduction of Thatch
- Production of Humus
- Protection of Groundwater

The proof is in the picture. Location: Dunwoody Country Club, Dunwoody, GA. The plug on the left was taken out of the rough where urea-based fertilizers were applied. There was very little build-up of humus and an excessive amount of thatch, versus the plug on the right, where RegalStar® II with Nitroform® was used, which shows a build-up of humus, vigorous roots, no thatch and greener healthier turf.

Microbial activity and root growth are the foundations of building healthier plants.

If you would like more information on RegalStar® II and Nitroform®, give me a call, Jim King at 770-475-4837.
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"We're now in our 18th season using RegalStar® II with Nitroform® and we use this fertilizer combination because we get excellent results and value. Our members expect and get the best playing conditions possible."

— Bill Womac
CGCS Dunwoody Country Club
Dunwoody, GA
Top clubs covet those who acquire proper skills

BY FRANK H. ANDORKA JR., ASSOCIATE EDITOR

It doesn't happen often, but recently Cary Corbitt needed a superintendent for one of his five courses at the breathtaking Sea Pines/Harbortown Resort in Hilton Head Island, S.C. With his Harbor Town Golf Links course regarded as one of the best in the world, Corbitt knew he had to be selective because of its sterling reputation.

Corbitt, director of sports for Sea Pines Co., which owns the resort on Hilton Head Island, S.C., received 50 résumés for the position. He looked at 12 — and none of them came from a superintendent outside of a 150-mile radius of the resort. Selective? Corbitt admits it might sound as if he's even being downright discriminatory, but it's important for such a course to recruit someone who understands what it takes to grow grass in a place where temperatures often reach 105 degrees during the summer and humidity levels range from 50 percent to 100 percent.

"We're judged on how the course looks and plays," Corbitt says. "It's important for a superintendent to understand the growing season here and what it takes to maintain a course under those conditions."

Top courses, top skills

Top courses demand top skills, and owners aren't afraid to wait until they find the perfect candidate to fill a vacant superintendent's job. At the highest levels, it's not just about the course; it's about protecting reputations those courses have worked hard to build. At today's best courses, the ability to grow grass is a given; now multiple responsibilities require more skills.

"There has been a distinct change in the profession over the last six to 10 years," says Dick Kopplin, president of Kopplin Search, a job placement firm in La Quinta, Calif. "It's a credit to the superintendents who have worked hard to improve the image of the profession, but it has made it extremely competitive out there."

Kopplin Search usually fills 20 to 35 positions in the industry each year, including as many as 12 superintendents. Kopplin says course owners respect the profession far more than they did 15